How to Login to Shop@UW

1. A link to our Shop@UW login screen is available directly from the Shop@UW reference and help website at [http://www.bussvc.wisc.edu/shopuw/shopuw.html](http://www.bussvc.wisc.edu/shopuw/shopuw.html).

2. From the top-level navigation, select “Login to Shop@UW”

3. When the Shop@UW login window opens, enter a MD number and password.

---

**Shopper Entry**

MD5 customers who log in the first time will be required to change their passwords for security reasons.

If you are a returning shopper, please provide your MD number and password.

If you've never been here, click here for information on how to sign up.

Click here to review our external supplier catalogs by logging in as a guest using UW system authentication (Authhub).
4. The login process navigates the shopper to the Shop@UW store lobby. Notice the differences from the previous store lobby screen: 1) direct links to Airgas, Dell, Fisher, Grainger, Sigma, Staples, and VWR vendor sites are no longer listed and 2) the lobby displays links to UW-Madison MDS Warehouse and Shop at External Suppliers.

5. Select “Shop at External Suppliers” to continue to the Shop@UW storefront and make a purchase from available suppliers.
6. For further instruction in using Shop@UW, view the other video tutorials available at http://www.bussvc.wisc.edu/shopuw/tutorials.html.